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Challenges in the Industry

Australia’s freight volumes are expected to almost double by 2030 and 
triple by 2050. The effective movement of goods across multi-leg freight 
supply chains is therefore critical to Australia’s growing economy.

The highly fragmented nature of Australia’s transport and logistics industry  
means the efficiency of the complex logistics flows involving multiple parties are 
often compromised:

• Multiple transport modes operating in silos across the supply chain

• Lack of interoperability between multiple parties results in poor visibility of
shipments for all stakeholders

• The industry is still heavily reliant on manual processes that are costly and
inefficient

• There is no standard approach to identify and track the movement of goods,
from origin to destination

Industry Collaboration

It is critical that the Australian Transport and Logistics industry work together 
to improve overall productivity in the way goods are identified and information 
exchanged across Australian supply chains.

The ALC Supply Chain Standards Working Group has been active for several 
years delivering a significant body of work that will help industry meet these 
challenges. Participation by major cargo owners and transport and logistic 
service providers has paved the way for change – it is now up to industry to 
implement these standards, so that econimic benefits can be achieved.

“This initiative lays the 

foundation for major 

improvements in the 

Australian Transport and 

Logistics industry that will be 

of benefit to all stakeholders.” 

David McNeil  
Chair of the ALC Supply Chain Standards 
Work Group and eCommerce Manager, 
OneSteel
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“ALC research shows a one per cent 

improvement in supply chain efficiency would 

boost GDP by $2 billion – The Australian Freight 

Labelling and EDI Standards, have the potential 

to help achieve this goal.” 

Australian freight labelling and EDI standards
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One common label format to identify freight throughout the process

Transport company 1

One common EDI format to exchange data throughout the process

QLD LARAPINTA
Shipper:

 
SAMPLE SHIPPING CO

MULGRAVE VIC 3170

To:
ACME TRADING DC
Loading Dock 333
Sample Text
Larapinta QLD 4110
Contact: JOHN SMITH 0412 830 095

GINC:    9300001999999988
SSCC:    09123450000000036
Gross Weight:    62 KG  Label 6 of 12

Carrier: ABC XYZ
Staging Area TR10

(410)9300001999992(421)0364110

(00)093123450000000036
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ALC Supply Chain Standards Working Group

Seamless transfer of freight and accurate information along the supply chain

Benefits of GS1 Standards

The Australian Freight Labelling and EDI Standards are 
based on GS1 Open Global supply chain standards and will 
help companies achieve new levels of visibility.

Each label has a “license plate” known as a Serial Shipping 
Container Code (SSCC) for common identification of 
the logistic or transport unit across different buyers and 
providers.

The SSCC is made up of a GS1 Company Prefix, identifying 
the company that created the logistic or transport unit and, 
a Serial Reference number, uniquely identifying each unit.

Goods can be tracked seamlessly as they travel through 
the supply chain, from business to business and ultimately 
to consumers.  Answers to important “what”, “where” and 
“when” questions help to meet demands for accurate, 
detailed visibility and shipment traceability information.

GS1 Freight Labelling and EDI Standards enable business 
to:

• Reduce waste caused  by relabeling freight as it travels  
across a multi-leg supply chain

• Improve interoperability and visibility across multiple  
transport carriers by providing a common tracking   
identifier

• Improve productivity and reduce costs by automating  
manual processes

• Lay the critical foundation for end-to-end supply   
chain automation initiatives

GS1 Australia
Head Office, 8 Nexus Court, Mulgrave VIC 3170 
Locked Bag 2, Mt Waverley VIC 3149 
T  1300 227 263  I  F  +61 3 9558 9551  I  ABN  67 005 529 920 
www.gs1au.org

GS1 is a registered trademark of GS1 AISBL. 
2072_0216

CONNECT WITH US

• ACCO Australia

• Australian 
Logistics Council

• Avery Dennison 
RBIS

• Bagtrans

• Bluescope Steel

• BorderExpress

• CDM Logistics

• Coles

• Data61

• DB Schenker

• Department 
Infrastructure 
and Regional 
Development

• DHL

• K&S Freighters

• Freight Exchange

• GS1 Australia

• MessageXchange

• Nestle

• OneSteel

• OpenText

• Peercore 
NEXGEN

• Scotts 
Refridgerated 
Freightways

• SCT Logistics

• Super Retail 
Group

• Telstra

• Tigers 
International

• Toll

• Victoria University

• Winson Group

• Woolworths

Michael Kilgariff 

Managing Director, Australian Logistics Council


